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The Black Artists You Should Know at Basel
by Julie Walker

23h

The art world's annual December pilgrimage to Miami for Art Basel is currently underway. The glamorous mega fair and
the more than two dozen satellite fairs that exist in its orbit draw tens of thousands of attendees each year. Some go to
schmooze, some go to buy, and everyone arrives ready to party.
So who's invited? Most of Art Basel Miami Beach takes place in a convention center a few blocks from the ocean.
Million dollar paintings are sold by blue chip galleries, and over the years the event has expanded to include emerging
artists from mid-tier galleries. Other shifts have occurred, too. While Black artists have always had a presence at Basel
Miami, over the past several years there has been a signiﬁcant uptick in representation and recognition.
This cultural shift is essential. It shines a light on the work Black and brown artists create — artwork that often speaks
to the Black experience and chronicles the lives we live. Events like Basel help Black artists claim a piece of the billion
dollar art market, which historically has excluded pretty much everybody save rich white men.
Below, some Black artists to know at Miami Basel and surrounding fairs this month.

Radcliﬀe Bailey

"Pushman, Pullman, Portage" (2019) Shipping tarps, railroad tracks and neon. Jack Shainman Gallery
Art Basel Miami Beach. © Radcliﬀe Bailey. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.
Radcliﬀe Bailey lives and works in Atlanta. His father was a railroad engineer, and railroad tracks play a large role in the
artist's work. The neon N and S in "Pushman, Pullman, Portage" represents the north and south stars in the sky that
helped guide black slaves to freedom on the Underground Railroad.
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FANTASTIC BEASTS
Photographs of Modern and Contemporary Artists with their Animal Muses
Animals are a welcome presence for most any artist, particularly the ones who spend their
workdays alone in a studio. These remarkable photographs depict fourteen muse like relationships
between artist and animal, collected here for the ﬁrst time. From contemporary icons Ed Ruscha
and his dog; Marina Abramovic and a falcon; and Ai Weiwei with a cat to artists like Dr. Seuss with
his Irish setter; Count Basie and his bulldog; and Frida Kahlo with a fawn, these creatures comfort
the greatest makers in modern times. View the image gallery to the right for more. —Louisa
McCune

Radcliffe Bailey with his dog (2017). Photograph by Joeff Davis
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Worth the Ride: 5
Surprising Exhibition
Spaces in Upstate New York
By Nancy Princenthal
Aug. 30, 2018

If the long holiday weekend tempts you to head out of the city, you won’t have to venture
far to find terrific art. Whether taking you deep into the woods, or simply away from the
familiar ways and means of painting and sculpting, a range of shows waits for you in
upstate New York this Labor Day weekend.

Radcliffe Bailey's installation “Windward Coast — West Coast Slave Trade” in his show “Travelogue,” at the School
gallery in Kinderhook. Tony Cenicola/The New York Times

At the School, Jack Shainman’s museum-scale gallery inside a former public school in
Kinderhook, N.Y., this year’s featured artist is Radcliffe Bailey. Introducing Mr. Bailey’s
show there, “Travelogue,” is his arresting installation “Windward Coast — West Coast
Slave Trade,” a thunderous sea of old wooden piano keys amid which a single glittering
black human head stares upward, at some distance from a small, ghostly black schooner.
Buried deeper in the wooden waves is an upright tribal figurine: perhaps the lost dream
of a drowning man. Among other sculptures by Mr. Bailey (there are collages on view as
well), another standout is a haunting assemblage of rock and iron that forms a Christ-like
head, haloed in barbed wire and collared in spiked iron, and taunted by a single jingle bell
that dangles soundlessly above.

Another Kind of Living Life (or Those Who Do Not Dance
Will Have To Be Shot): Radcliffe Bailey: Travelogue by
Jessica Lanay
Art of enslavement and escape.

Radcliffe Bailey, Vessel, 2017. Steel, conch shell, stereo. Approximate dimensions: 13 x 8 feet.

I approached Radcliffe Bailey’s Vessel (2017) from the parking lot of Jack Shainman
Gallery’s interdisciplinary art facility, The School, located in Kinderhook, New York.
In an open ﬁeld, the sculpture stood, an acute peak. The closer I moved to it, the
more I could hear the conical steel structure moaning. Heat emanated from Vessel,
and I entered what seemed to be a dislodged piece of machinery. Inside I could
feel the vibration of the soundscape of banging cello, raucous wind, twittering
cicadas, and swelling ocean conducting through my feet, up the ladder of my
bones, and through my head. I looked up ten feet to a circular opening of Robin
egg blue sky where a pristine conch shell hung. I realized that if the thin door
closed, I could be trapped forever in sweltering heat, at the whim of a beautiful yet
frightening aural cacophony, only able to see the conch shell and the sky.
Vessel is the symbolic doorway into Bailey’s exhibition, Travelogue. I stood inside
of it sweating for ﬁfteen minutes, and as a result the rest of the exhibition
expanded in meaning. Travelogue opens a conduit between the historical reality of
the Transatlantic Slave Trade and present-day forced im/migrations through the
examination of essential ideas of escape, movement, survival, and memory. The
works in Bailey’s exhibition propose the involuntary immigration or enslavement
of black peoples as a model for other modern dispersals.

As an artist, Bailey has the methodology of an apothecary: from a storehouse in
his mind of beakers and bottles ﬁlled with the detritus of global movement and
wreckages, he adds what he needs bit by bit, making him adept and ﬁercely
dedicated to any medium he chooses. Windward Coast—West Coast Slave Trade
(2009–11) is an unabashed nod (as it should be) toward the earthquake of
humanity forcibly carried from Africa into the budding Western world. In a sea of
deboned piano keys that undulate like waves are scattered a decapitated head, a
ship, and a tiny nkisi statue, all illuminated in black glitter. Windward Coast
contains the body dispersed, the method of dispersal, and the memory dispersed.
It asserts that there is a main artery shared between memory, survival, and the
sounds of a people.

Radcliffe Bailey, Windward Coast—West Coast Slave Trade, 2009–2018. Piano
keys, plaster bust, and glitter. Dimensions variable.

Radcliffe Bailey, Blue Black, 2016. Glass, ink. 10 1/4 x 5 1/4 x 4 1/2 inches (glass
heart); 54 x 62 inches x 4 1/2 inches (overall dimensions).

Bailey’s repertoire in Travelogue is intense and wide-ranging, including Blue Black
(2016), a glass heart dripping luminous blue ink down a white wall; threedimensional assemblages in picture boxes like 67/68 (2016) and Upwards (2018);
and Maroon (2013), an all-black canvas sculpture made from Georgia clay with
embedded axe, oars, rope, and ladder—symbols of capture and escape. Many
works, such as Lantern (2018), Stir (2016), and Monument for a Promise (2013), are
positioned to make the viewer examine these symbols from a different angle.
Lantern is a seven-foot steel lantern with a blue LED neon light inside forming the
letter “N” for North. Stir is a surreally sized glass container or beaker that contains
a glass oar. Monument for a Promise is a concrete mold of a donkey carrying a
trunk full of cotton on its back, elevated into the air on a pedestal. These enlarged
art objects are tantamount in size to the average human body, changing the
relationship between viewer and escape, salvation, and being found as these ideas
encroach upon the audience’s perception of place and movement.

Radcliffe Bailey, Lantern, 2018. Mixed media. 84 x 40 x 40 inches.

The exhibition takes advantage of the enormous space of The School to allow
Bailey’s works to reverberate with each other in recurring themes, materials, and
symbols. The arrangement of the art does not push or teach, but facilitates the
force of Bailey’s work. In a conversation I had with Bailey over the phone he told
me that, “Music is the ﬁrst DNA,” which conjures for me the idea of intricate
repetitions and subtle oscillations spreading toward a symphonic chaos. With
African diasporic art, curation often tends toward didacticism as an apology for the
subject matter, but not here. There is a speciﬁc attention to highlighting form and
method that puts the versatile hand of the artist ﬁrst.
My only real critique is the absence of any kind of accompanying catalogue for
such a signiﬁcant exhibition. Otherwise, Travelogue soaked me with the sensation
of having completed a kind of cosmic travel. Bailey’s generosity of work in the
expansive space of The School is a bracing visual and conceptual experience.
Radcliffe Bailey: Travelogue is on view at The School in Kinderhook, NY, until
October 6.
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Radcliﬀe Bailey exhibition
evokes the harsh history of
slavery
By Mark Jenkins June 28

Radcliffe Bailey has visited the Great Dismal Swamp, the marshland on the Virginia/North Carolina border that provides the
title of his show at the Greater Reston Arts Center. The Atlanta artist roamed the area with his cousin and two friends,
traveling in what he called “a big old black 1950 Cadillac.”
Yet Bailey’s collages and installations were not directly inspired by the vast marsh. Indeed, they may owe more to that
Cadillac.
That’s because Bailey is fascinated by the talismanic power of vintage objects. His Reston exhibition features several glassdoored cabinets full of such things, some of them handed down by relatives. The case that includes many family heirlooms,
including his grandmother’s tintypes, “feels more like an altar,” Bailey said during a break from installing the show this spring.
Bailey builds his assemblages intuitively and leaves them open to interpretation. “I don’t want to get too locked down into
making a statement,” he said. “If it doesn’t make sense, I’m cool with that.”
Statement-making or not, the context is clear: the African and African American experiences. The show’s centerpiece is a
roiling sea of several thousand wooden piano keys, some with the plastic keytops still attached. The overlapping sticks suggest
the action of waves or the debris left in the wake of a flood.
It could be the flood of history. A bust of a man’s head, covered in a glittery mix of black paint and white sand, pokes above
wooden swells to memorialize the many subjugated Africans who didn’t survive the Middle Passage. The piece’s title is
“Windward Coast — West Coast Slave Trade,” and the head was inspired by documentation in European museums of abuses in
the Belgian-ruled Congo.
The artist has done versions of the installation in a half-dozen locations, from his home town to Senegal and Colombia. “Every
time I do it, I do it a different way,” he said. This edition is just half the size of largest one.

Bailey acquired the piano keys — he has more than 400 sets of 88 each — from an Atlanta music shop that was disposing of
them. “I didn’t know what I was going to do with them,” he admitted. Like so many of his ingredients, the keys have been
around awhile. Some are dated, and the oldest says “1910.”
The keys signify Bailey’s love of music, which is evident in several of the show’s pieces. And because they’re fragments of a
musical past that can be put together in a new way, they suggest hip-hop’s original scratch-and-chop aesthetic.
One early idea for the keys was as representations of DNA code. It’s hardly surprising that a man who resequences found
objects to conjure history and culture would ponder genetics. One of the show’s pieces, a metal model for a larger sculpture,
combines a sailing ship and an oar and is titled “Creole.” Several of the cabinets juxtapose African and European art and
society.
“I’m made up of so many different kinds of people,” the artist said.
Although born in New Jersey, Bailey has spent most of his life in Atlanta, where he draws inspiration from the histories of the
civil rights movement and the Civil War. He lives on land that was the site of skirmishes during that conflict, land that
occasionally yields artifacts from it.
Even dirt and sand can imply people and places. The glimmering black grit employed in several of Bailey’s pieces was inspired
by beaches in Jamaica, another crucial location in the history of the slave trade. A collage painting titled “Clotilde,” after the
last ship known to have brought slaves from Africa to the United States, features a coating of sand-flecked ebony paint atop
one of Georgia clay.
Two sculptural pieces have fewer layers — at least physically. “Blue Black” is a glass heart that leaks blue pigment onto a white
wall, evoking water as well as indigo, the dye plant cultivated by slaves on Southern plantations. “Travel by Night” is an outsize
lantern that recalls travel via the Underground Railroad.
One route on that path to freedom was through the Great Dismal Swamp, whose thickets also provided sanctuary to thousands
of escaped slaves who lived there from around 1700 to the end of the Civil War. Their story is not told directly here, but then
Bailey is not exactly a storyteller.
The artist combines things that have meaning for him. But he also likes to hear what the finished pieces mean to the people
who view them. “I learn more from my work when the work is up,” he said, “than when I’m making it.”

IF YOU GO
Radcliﬀe Bailey: The Great Dismal Swamp
12001 Market St., Reston. 703-471-9242. restonarts.org.
Dates: Through Aug. 18.

September 2016

New Orleans
April 8, 2015 Written by Jordan Amirkhani

Radcliffe Bailey at Contemporary Art Center New Orleans
Radcliffe Bailey’s current exhibition at Contemporary Art Center New Orleans rewards multiple visits.
http://dailyserving.com/2015/04/radcliffebaileyatcontemporaryartcenterneworleans/

Comprising seven large-scale works by the Atlanta-based artist, the exhibition gathers an intensely
personal constellation of imagery that has continued to distinguish Bailey as a contemporary artist of
significant aesthetic and critical power. Bailey’s emphasis on the rich symbolic context of the liminal,
or the in-between, provides support for his expansive definition of American culture and its unique
admixture of European, African, Central American, and Caribbean visual and cultural traditions. In
his radically open formal vocabulary, signifiers playfully subvert the gaps that separate AngloEuropean visual codes from earlier representational traditions of West and Central Africa, and point
to Bailey’s unique response to forms of détournement associated with conceptual art of the 1950s and
’60s. The crocodile in On Your Way Up (2013) registers as both crucifix and curio, a metaphor for the
Nile or ancient Nigerian water god, a political response to animal rights or a post-Duchampian
absurdity retooled for a Southern audience. Darkness is almost always accompanied by hints of
optimism and hopeful belief, yet what resonates throughout the exhibition is Bailey’s mastery of
ambiguity within his pictures, his skill in representing the fluctuating space where water meets land,
heaven meets earth, gesture meets text, figuration meets formalism, and art becomes music.

Radcliffe Bailey. On Your Way Up, 2013; tarp, crocodile, and steel; 120 x 106 x 10 in. Courtesy of the
Contemporary Arts Center of New Orleans.

Bailey grounds his practice in a playfully subversive and anachronistic field of visual and art histories and
traditions, and finds freedom in the deconstruction of a vocabulary of signs and images culled from early
African art and the turbulent history of the Black Atlantic experience. This is most robustly felt in works
where textual fragments, graffiti, and African ideograms feature prominently within the pictorial field and
intersect with objects that embody the physical and psychological rupture of the Middle Passage and the
colonization of Africa. The gargantuan mixed-media work Black Night Falling (2014) is the most complex of
these in its presentation of the representational, gestural, and performative features of markmaking associated
with so-called “primitive” art; African cosmograms such as the dikenga (a spiritual map of cross and circle
used by tribes from the kingdom of Kongo to mark the space between the mystical and earthly realms and
channel communication between mystical forces and religious practitioners) and Haitian vévé drawings of
gods and the heavens interrupt the indexical marks left by Bailey’s shoes and bare feet, turning the canvas into
an empty stage of leftover symbols and movements co-choreographed by artist and history. Meanwhile,
cutouts of circles puncture the rough textures undulating across the deep black of the picture space,
desperately hinting at the sun that cannot shine over the seas where so many lives were cruelly lost. It is
Bailey’s unique, dialectical expression of black experience as something collectively felt, infinitely diverse, and
personally political that invests his creations with a powerfully unresolved symbolic space where the historical
consciousness of trauma and the potentiality of healing are allowed to confront and embrace one another.[1]

Radcliffe Bailey. Black Night Falling, 2014; mixed media; 168 x 240 x 14 in. Courtesy of CACNO.

However, it is the artist’s deep investment in music and sound that remains the most powerful aspect
of his practice, connecting him not just to a “black tradition…but a black mode of creativity” where
ceaseless improvisation and experimentation accumulate and intensify.[2] In statements about his
work, Bailey continually pays debt to the technical innovations and artistic ethics of American jazz
masters Sun Ra, John Coltrane, Charles Mingus, and Thelonious Monk, and his interest in capturing
the historical and political impact of music on American culture.[3] In many ways, his works operate
like a jazz riff where profound simplicity and repetition take on the spontaneous fireworks of
individual style—what Amiri Baraka calls “the changing same.”[4] Motifs reappear in new forms
and contexts, their moods and identities changed and deterritorialized through changes in scale and
compositional organization. This musical materiality is presented diametrically in the two
installations created for the New Orleans show: Windward Coast, a three-dimensional work of
disassembled oak and walnut-wood piano keys emanating from the corner of the gallery, interrupted
by a haunting plaster head covered in black glitter rising out the undulating sea of driftwood; and If
Bells Could Talk, a sculptural bouquet that includes brass instruments exploding from an antique
birdcage sitting atop an oversize 19th-century wooden music stand and a recording of a solo horn riff
reverberating across the gallery—its sound complicated by a pink conch shell suspended on the
opposing wall.[5] While Windward Coast re-presents the lost or unheard songs and sounds of slaves
transported across the Atlantic, and the overwhelming physical and psychological violence associated
with “lost-ness” in African American culture, If Bells Could Talk acknowledges the incredible
contribution slave artisans made to the history of decorative arts, the repressed voices of an enslaved
people, the liberating force of jazz, and the specificity of New Orleans to those narratives.[6] Music,
for Bailey, is like history—a human attempt to acknowledge, honor, and move forward through time.

Radcliffe Bailey. Winward Coast. 2015. Piano keys, plaster bust, and glitter. Dimensions
variable—approx. 27 square feet. Image: Courtesy of CACNO.

[1] See Christine Mullen Kreamer, Mary Nooter Roberts, and Elizabeth Harney, Inscribing Meaning:
Writing and Graphic Systems in African Art (Washington, DC: The National Museum of African Art,

Smithsonian Institution, 2007), 166.
[2] See Carole Thompson’s “Preface” in the exhibition catalog for the High Museum of Art in Atlanta,
GA, entitled Radcliffe Bailey: Memory as Medicine (New York: Prestel Publishing, 2012), 16. Thompson
quotes John Vlach’s essay on the Charlestonbased blacksmith Philip Simmons, and compares Bailey’s
unique individualism to the black artisan–artist.
[3] “I love music and music is a very important part of the work that I do. Imagine all the pianos and all
the different songs that each piano has played. I am relating to that. I am also interested in connecting the
different time periods—a piano from a church to pianos from a high school to people’s personal pianos. I
am thinking about how music has been connected to spirituality.” — Radcliffe Bailey in a 2010 interview
with art historian Edward S. Spriggs, quoted in “Radcliffe Bailey’s Cerebral Universe,” in Radcliffe
Bailey: Memory as Medicine, pg. 106.
[4] Baraka is quoted in William J. Harris’s “How You Sound?: Amiri Baraka Writes Free Jazz,” in
Uptown Conversation: The New Jazz Studies, eds. Robert O’Mealley and Brent Edwards (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2013), 312.
[5] The first iteration of Winward Coast appeared in Looking for Light, Traveling By Night at Solomon
Projects in Atlanta, Georgia, in 2009, and then appeared again in 2010 at the Atlantic Center for the Arts
in in New Smyrna Beach, Florida. The new 2015 installation at the Contemporary Arts Center in New
Orleans is placed in a corner window facing the street as if it were spilling out of the gallery and into the
world—a decision similar to the candyfloor work of the late conceptual sculptor Félix GonzálezTorres.
[6] Dr. Andrea Andersson, Senior Curator at the Contemporary Arts Center in New Orleans, mentioned
that the instruments used in this installation were requested by Bailey while the install was in process—
another instance of the artist’s dependence on spontaneity in his aesthetic practice (telephone interview
conducted on April 2, 2015). Thanks to Dr. Andersson for her insightful commentary on the exhibition
and Bailey’s work at the CACNO.

There and back: Art Center explores Africa
Michael Morain, mmorain@dmreg.com

11:50 p.m. CST February 13, 2015

Dozens of battered wooden boxes lie in neat rows on the floor in the Des Moines Art Center's main gallery, and
each one contains a different curious object: a glass hand, a bundle of braided hair, a twoheaded antique doll
that is black on one end and white on the other.
The items in the assemblage by the Chicagobased artist Nick Cave are the only things in the new show that fit
into tidy boxes — and even then, only literally. The rest of the symbolically and spiritually charged artwork in
"Field, Road, Cloud: Art and Africa" defies orderly sorting into any overall styles or themes.
But, man, some of it is fascinating.
The bulk of the traditional artifacts — figurines, textiles and wildly creative masks — were made in the late 1800s and early 1900s in Benin, Cameroon,
Nigeria and other countries on the West African coast. They started landing in the museum's permanent collection in the 1960s, but many hadn't been
displayed publicly until this show opened on Friday.
Contemporary Africanthemed artwork from Africa and the Americas fills the rest of the space, raising questions about old versus new and "us" versus
"them." Curators sometimes talk about the way different artworks in a gallery create a "conversation" with one another, which is easier to imagine here,
where 23 ceremonial masks stare out from shelves on a skyblue wall.
The scope of the silent chatter is deep and wide. Blurbs of text and a world map painted on the wall near the entrance draw connections between the rise
of the slave trade in the 1500s to the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863 and the end of South African apartheid in 1994. The timeline marches on: the
Ebola outbreak, the Ferguson riots, the terrorist attacks of Nigeria's Boko Haram.
"What do we really know about Africa? How do current political events in Africa impact our lives?" the curator Gilbert Vicario asks in one of the catalog's
essays. "How do we deal with the legacy of forced migration in this country?"
Vicario made it clear during a walkthrough this week that neither he nor the exhibition offers any real answers. A Western curator in a Western museum
inevitably misses some of the cultural clues, especially from the traditional artifacts that were designed for ceremonies and everyday use. They lose some
of their power in a whitewashed gallery.
But the Art Center "took this challenge as the show's intellectual and aesthetic starting point," museum director Jeff Fleming wrote in the catalog. "The
exhibition explores how traditional aesthetic and ritual expressions lay alongside contemporary investigations of the political, economic and social
realities of the continent."
One of those investigations, in fact, lent the show its title. The Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar was so shaken by news reports of the Rwandan genocide that
he traveled there to see it firsthand. He shot thousands of photos of the carnage — of empty villages and mass graves — but decided after the trip that
they were too nightmarish to use. Viewers would simply block them out.
Instead he framed three ostensibly peaceful images — of a field, road and cloud — from the site of one of the massacres. He paired each with a hand
drawn map that retraces the sequence of the events, ending with a haunting detail: "Bodies. 500?"
"It's sort of a peripheral look at what people had experienced," Vicario said.
He could say the same of the show's other artwork, too, which circles around complex issues of history and culture without ever settling on an easy,
takeaway message.
The Ghanaian artist El Anatsui's shimmering tapestry made from discarded bottlecaps (a recent acquisition from his solo show last season) raises issues
about globalization. The Beninese and Dutch artist Meschac Gaba's streetvendor stands filled with fake diamonds, real cacao beans and stacks of
international currency (tiny artworks themselves) pokes at economics and the allure of wealth.
It's tempting to divide the show into two categories, one old and exotic, the other new and brainy. But if the exhibition distills even one central idea, it may
be that the artworks and the people who made aren't so different after all. The masks that were made to protect their wearers from poverty or bad luck
were designed for the same reasons modern Westerners pick up lucky pennies and blow out birthday candles.

One of the pieces in the show is a carved wooden door that looks like it could be 500 years old, except that one of its figures rides a motorcycle. It's the
Yoruban character Eshu, a messenger between people and the gods. The Nigerian artist Arowogun of Osi carved the door for a palace around 1920.
As Vicario put it, "The traditions are alive and well."
'Field, Road, Cloud: Art and Africa'
WHEN: Saturday through April 19. Regular hours are 11 a.m.4 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; 11 a.m.9 p.m. Thursday; 10 a.m.4 p.m.
Saturday; and noon4 p.m. Sunday.
WHERE: Des Moines Art Center, 4700 Grand Ave.
ADMISSION: Free.
GALLERY TALKS: Senior curator Gilbert Vicario will lead a free talk at noon Sunday. Christopher Roy, who teaches art history at the University of
Iowa, will lead another free talk at 6:30 p.m. March 5. Another short gallery talk will follow a yoga session in the gallery at 8:30 a.m. March 7; free, but
reservations are required.
LECTURES: University of Iowa Assistant Professor Kelly Baker will discuss "The Landscape of Environmental Poverty in Africa" at 6:30 p.m. March 19.
The artist Nick Cave will talk about his multimedia work in the show at 6:30 p.m. April 2. Both events are free, but reservations are required.
INFO: www.desmoinesartcenter.org
Read or Share this story: http://dmreg.co/1Ea6kaK

Must-see Painting Shows: January 2014
By Steven Zevitas
Posted: 01/07/2014 1:32 pm

I looked at a lot of art while hunkering down to escape the subarctic temperatures blasting
through Boston and much of the country last week. My monthly review of more than 400 gallery
shows yielded close to one hundred must-see painting shows, three dozen of which involve New
American Paintings' alumni.
Among the NAP artists on view are Radcliffe Bailey at Jack Shianman Gallery in New York City
(the mid-career, Atlanta-based artist's work was the focus of a stellar museum exhibition that
traveled to various institutions in 2011 and 2012); John Sparagana at Corbett vs. Dempsey in
Chicago; Astrid Bowlby at Gallery Joe in Philadelphia; and in Los Angeles, 2010 NAP Artist of
the Year, Annie Lapin, and Matthew Penkala, at Honor Fraser and Western Project, respectively.
I am extraordinarily fortunate to be hosting a show by longtime University of Iowa Professor,
John Dilg, whose work I was first introduced to many years ago while working on Issue #11 of
NAP.

Radcliffe Bailey. Courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery, New York City.
Zevitas, Steven. “Must-see Painting Shows: January 2014.” The Huffington Post, 7 January 2014.
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/steven-zevitas/must-see-painting-shows-j_b_4554706.html>.

There are two noteworthy gallery shows of artists who made their reputations in the earlier
part of the 20th century: works by Regionalist Thomas Hart Benton are on display at Alan
Avery Art Company in Atlanta, and Mr. Push/Pull, Hans Hofmann, whose students
included a number of prominent "second generation" Abstract Expressionists, is on view at
Ameringer|McEnery|Yohe in New York City. Emerging painters look particularly strong this
month, including: Alexandra Grant at Lora Reynolds Gallery in Austin; Zoe Nelson at
Western Exhibitions in Chicago; Laeh Glenn at Altman Siegel in San Francisco; and in New
York City, Anke Weyer at Canada, Davina Semo at Marlborough Chelsea, Angelina Gualdoni
at Aysa Geisberg Gallery and Kour Pour at Untitled.
If abstraction is not your thing, there are plenty of painters exhibiting who work with
imagery, some in a more traditional mode. In Chicago, eighty-something Jane Freilicher
will have a one-woman show at Chicago's Valerie Carberry Gallery. Maine-based painter
Gideon Bok has a soon-to-close solo show of paintings depicting the interior of his studio at
Barry Whistler Gallery in Dallas. In New York, be sure to catch Yvonne Jacquette at DC
Moore, Steven Assael at Forum Gallery, and Robert Bechtle at Gladstone Gallery.
Please visit the New American Paintings/BLOG for a more comprehensive list of must-see
painting shows in January.
New American Paintings magazine is a juried exhibition-in-print, and the largest series of
artist competitions in the United States. Working with experienced curators, New
American Paintings reviews the work of thousands of emerging artists each year. Forty
artists are selected to appear in each bi-monthly edition, many of whom go on to receive
substantial critical and commercial success. Additional content focuses on the medium of
painting, those who influence its direction, and the role contemporary painting plays
within the art world. Visit New American Paintings for more information or to subscribe.

Zevitas, Steven. “Must-see Painting Shows: January 2014.” The Huffington Post, 7 January 2014.
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/steven-zevitas/must-see-painting-shows-j_b_4554706.html>.

17 Must-See Gallery Shows During
Frieze Week New York
BY RACHEL CORBETT, SCOTT INDRISEK | APRIL 29, 2016
Radcliffe Bailey at Jack Shainman, through June 11 (513 West 20th Street)
The Atlanta-based artist needed to go no further than his own backyard — the site of a Civil War
battleground — to source the rocks and plants that populate his eerie new show. Wall-based
assemblages, cabinets of curiosities, and sculptural installations entangle the historical horrors of
“primitivism,” colonialism, and American slavery into a single beautiful nightmare.

Radcliffe Bailey at Jack Shainman, through June 11 (513 West 20th Street)
Installation view
©Radcliffe Bailey. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

15 Blockbuster Gallery Shows You Need to See
in New York This May
ARTSY EDITORIAL

BY ALEXIS CORRAL
APR 29TH, 2016 7:10 PM

The rise of the museum-quality gallery show hits a fever pitch this May in New York, as a flurry of
blockbuster exhibitions fill galleries across the city. From the unexpected Urs Fischer showing in the Lower
East Side to Cindy Sherman’s comeback in Chelsea, rejoice in the wealth and breadth of dynamic and indepth new shows of major modern and contemporary artists.

Radcliffe Bailey at Jack Shainman Gallery
APR. 28–JUN. 11, 513 WEST 20TH STREET

Installation view of Radcliffe Bailey at Jack Shainman Gallery, 2016. Photo © Radcliffe Bailey, courtesy of the artist and Jack
Shainman Gallery, New York.

“Quest” is Bailey’s fifth solo exhibition at Jack Shainman gallery and it may be his best yet. These new
paintings, sculptures, and installations explore America’s history, ancestry, and collective consciousness—
particularly around the artist’s research on escaped African slaves in the U.S. Spanning a towering
assemblage of trumpets and trombones, collages layered with images of African sculptures, and a synthetic
heart dispelling blue blood, Bailey leaves his viewers to question of how this history is understood in the
present.
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Nathan Cummings Foundation

Nathan Cummings Foundation, New York: Bring
in the Reality
Through September 11, 2015
From
Classical
Athens
to
contemporary America, parrhesia
(the right to speak candidly, freely,
and boldly) has been more ideal
than reality, as attested by the
fates of dissenters from Socrates
to Edward Snowden. An antidote
to the sly persuasion of rhetoric,
with its glosses, distortions, and
manipulations, parrhesia speaks
truth to power—even when no
one wants to hear it. The works in
this show rise to that challenge,
conjuring not only the burden of history, but also of our present moment. The title comes from
Cornel West’s Black Prophetic Fire (2014) in which he investigates the resonance of blues,
jazz, hiphop, and the writings of Malcolm X within this distinctly democratic tradition: “It was
always ‘bring in the funk, bring in the truth, bring in the reality.’” In the face of enduring
inequality, homelessness, classism and racism, and police brutality, participating artists—
including John Ahearn, Radcliffe Bailey, Mel Chin, Jennifer Dalton, Scherezade Garcia
Vazquez, Guerra de la Paz, Kameelah Janan Rasheed, Dread Scott, and Nari Ward—stand
up to speak for the common good, often reflecting on the personal risk involved in the
construction of counternarratives. Realized in a variety of media, both conventional and not,
these works highlight a commitment to social change through the ongoing relationship
between art and politics. “Bring in the Reality,” sponsored by No Longer Empty, is open to the
public by appointment; to visit, contact exhibit@nathancummings.org.
Web site nolongerempty.org
Guerra de la Paz, Monday though Friday, from “Bring in the Reality.”
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Connecting
Rhythms
A Conversation with

BY REBECCA DIMLING COCHRAN

A sculptor of emotional intensity and formal experimentation, Radcliffe
Bailey has been a leading artistic voice in the exploration of African
American racial identity for more than 20 years. His largest exhibition to
date, “Memory as Medicine,” which is on view at the McNay Art Museum
in San Antonio from June 6 through September 12, brings together
25 new and early works, ranging from intimate drawings to large-scale,
mixed-media installations that reach into the depths of memory, struggle,
and sacrifice. Drawing on family histories and experiences, as well as
iconographic and aesthetic practices rooted in classical African sculpture,
Bailey’s work charts a deeply personal journey of understanding that
moves outward from his own cultural heritage and identity to explore
how communities (and individuals) create cultures for themselves.
Above: Storm at Sea, 2007. Piano keys, African sculpture, model boat, paper, acrylic, glitter, and gold leaf,
212 x 213 in. Opposite: Cerebral Caverns, 2011. Wood, glass, and 30 plaster heads, 97 x 100 x 60 in.
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Radcliffe
Bailey

Installation view from In the Returnal, Solomon Projects, Atlanta, with (left) Stride, 2007,
mixed media, velvet, glitter, steel, and wood vitrine, 87 x 19 x 19 in.

connections, trying to make sense of my own practices and those of the
people around me.
RDC: When did you first travel to Africa?
RB: It was in 2006. The idea began in 2003 in conversation with the National
Black Arts Festival, whose organizers asked if I would like to do a project with
them. I remember watching a documentary on the BBC about black British
youth trying to understand their ancestry, and I thought to myself, “Wow,
I’ve always wanted to know, and I had this question about my make-up in
the work itself. If I knew those particular things, how would my work be different? Would I still have that desire and that quest? Where would my work
go?” I was really looking for that next place for my work. When I did go, I
went to Senegal and Dakar, specifically to Goree Island, which is like a slave
castle right off the coast of Dakar.
RDC: If I remember correctly, you discovered that your maternal ancestors
were from Sierra Leone and Guinea. But you didn’t visit those places?
RB: No. For many reasons, it was difficult; but I did find where they may have
departed from, and I went there. It was more like an understanding from
the last point of touch.
RDC: Did you resolve some of the questions that you had? How did the experience of visiting Africa affect your work?
RB: I say that I don’t read a lot, but I research, and I felt like I knew a lot of
the history before I arrived. What I got out of the experience was the beauty
of the countryside and an understanding of current political struggles. The
youth there were very influenced by the youth here. They were hip-hoppers,
and that felt like a connection. I was thinking about those connections back and
forth, the rhythms that cross the seas. And that comes back to the practices.
RDC: Since your return, you’ve been using materials similar to those that you
used before, but in different ways. For example, before your trip, you mixed
red clay soil into your painted surfaces, but now you’re using it to coat
walls. It is as you said—these things have always been there, but perhaps
the practices are changing.
RB: When I was in Senegal, I went to Pink Lake (Lake Retba). It’s a natural
wonder, like the Dead Sea; people mine the salt, but there is a drought and
the lake is disappearing. I noticed how the world is changing everywhere, and
how practices have changed. There’s talk sometimes about how people who
Pullman, 2010. Heart, glitter, glass, and wood, 17 x 8.5 x 8.5 in.
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Rebecca Dimling Cochran: When “Memory as Medicine” opened at Atlanta’s High Museum of Art last
year, curator Carol Thompson made some fascinating
juxtapositions connecting your work to objects from
the museum’s African art collection. When did you
first encounter African art, and how did it find a way
into your work?
Radcliffe Bailey: As a kid, I saw African art in museums,
but it wasn’t a profound thing that hit me. I was much
more interested in trying to understand the practices
or, if anything, in finding relationships with African
American culture. So, the first thing I looked at was
self-taught art, because I felt that it naturally had these
connections. Just as people passed on stories or oral
histories, they passed on the different practices that
occur in the South. I remember going to visit my
grandparents and seeing a tire painted white and
metal objects placed as decorations around the yard.
I’d notice that people would sweep their yards in a
particular way. I was fascinated with those things—
for instance, looking at why my grandfather had
this certain hinge on his shed, which reminded me
of a Dogon shed. I was interested in all of these

COURTESY THE ARTIST AND JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY, NY

Sweet Georgia Brown, 2012. Mixed media, 60 x 60 in.

live out in the countryside do not practice like they
once did, and how those things are disappearing. But,
at the same time, those practices just transform into
something that is not as tangible as it once was.
RDC: It sounds similar to what happened when African
slaves were brought to the Caribbean and the United
States; their beliefs can still be recognized in Santería
and in Creole and Gullah culture. Many of your selfportraits include a top hat, the symbol of Eshu,
the Divine Trickster of West African cultures and of
Santería, who is both kind and cruel. I see this duality
woven through much of your work. Do you strive for
this quality?
RB: I don’t do it on purpose, but I see it in my work. I
think when I’m making work, but there is a lot of improvisation, a lot of play. It changes day by day by day.
RDC: You’ve said that the trickster figure is important
to you because it reflects the many sides of an artist.
RB: In history, you hear a lot about artists and their
“behaviors,” their ways of life beyond the paintbrush.
Living behind your paintbrush or your hands or your
tools is a whole different thing—a logical thing that
happens from the brain to the heart to the hand to
the surface, and it goes back and forth, moving around.
I’m interested in how people heal people. That’s the
source of the show’s title, “Memory as Medicine.” I’m
playing with that, but I don’t want to shamanize myself,
I don’t see that. I see it more personally, with my personal world, how it keeps me sane. The trickster comes
up in references through so many different cultures.
I’m interested in those links. I try not to be very specific about one particular practice or one group of
people, because I believe that I’m made up of a lot of
different people and a lot of different practices. I try
to find the one common rhythm that runs through them
and to put them together—that’s been my method.
RDC: This also goes back to the objects that you use. I
find it interesting that you return again and again to
particular objects, such as railroad tracks, lanterns,
piano keys, top hats, sailboats, trumpets, and baseball bats. Certain things seem to resonate with you.
What is it about these objects?
RB: I think that I am trying to find symbols for myself
and trying to create deities for myself. When I’m dealing
with painting, I’m focusing on the color, the photograph. The photographs become the deities. Sometimes they recur, but the paint changes. When I’m
dealing with sculpture, objects come up—the baseball, the trumpet, and the piano keys—those are my

tools. Then there are moments when they collide and have their own concert. Sometimes I think that I have a band, my band, and sometimes I have
an orchestra with a lot of different people playing. Sometimes I’m playing with
just two people, and sometimes I’m playing solo. When it’s solo, it’s very
minimal. I think about it like that constantly.
RDC: It seems to me that you associate many of these objects with personal
experiences—like the fact that your grandfather made birdhouses and used

Windward Coast, 2009. Piano keys, plaster bust, and glitter,
detail of installation.
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Below: Tricky, 2008. Mixed media,
58.5 x 53.25 x 8.25 in.
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a particular shade of green or that your father worked on the railroad or that you played baseball.
They become personal symbols.
RB: When I was in art school, I was trying very hard to make work that reflected my everyday life
and made it relevant. I had a studio at school but wanted to make work at home. I was living with
my parents, and I would go down into the basement and look around. There was all my history. As
I was looking at these things, I started to make work. That was the most difficult phase, but in some
ways, the most comfortable. Most kids would say, “I don’t want to work
in my parents’ basement,” but, for me, it was like problem-solving.
RDC: Jazz has also had an important influence on your work, and you’ve often
spoken about your admiration for Sun Ra, Miles Davis, and Thelonious Monk.
While there are obvious references in your use of musical instruments and
titles, I see the connection best in your process, in how you borrow from the
music’s improvisational structure. Can you talk about how you weave different
visual images and historical references into a single work?
RB: I collect objects; I live around them; I play with them. The other day, I
was playing catch with my son, and I thought, “I need to get into the studio.” When I got there, I played with my upright bass, trying to figure out
the sound. Then a day later, I’m sitting at the kitchen table doing a little
gouache painting. Eventually I’m in the studio painting on canvas. There’s
no particular direction, no particular thought—I just need to start moving.
A lot of it is just the physical action of moving around, which was an important dimension of being a sculpture major. When you’re bending steel, it is
very physical. I have to have that kind of action. I have to wake up in the
middle of the night; I have to not be in a normal state.
RDC: You included the sounds of John Coltrane coming out of a seashell in
the current version of Windward Coast, and in your 2005 Rhodes College
exhibition, you incorporated a song by Charlie Parker. Does your occasional
use of sound also stem from your love of jazz?
RB: I think so. One of the first times that I used sound was in a group of birdhouses that I created. In a show at the Atlanta College of Art, I used sounds
from the ocean, trains, and insects. It comes up every once in a while, but
it’s not a strong focus.
RDC: In the “Memory as Medicine” catalogue, I was fascinated by Ed Spriggs’s
description of your work as “narrative tableaux.” Usually, I associate that idea
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Above: Other Worlds Worlds, 2011.
Mixed media, 75 x 120 x 115 in.

COURTESY THE ARTIST AND JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY, NY

with something that treats a single time and place, but
your works often bring together three different narratives: Africa, the African American experience, and your
personal history. How do you weave these stories together?
RB: They feel so much like one and the same. You can
talk about one moment, but you have to talk about all
the moments it takes to get there. I tell your story, and
it has many layers, it’s fragmented. Then I pick fragments
from here and here and here and mix them up and there’s
the gumbo.
RDC: As with jazz, it’s layering. Everyone’s playing their
own tune, and if they’re good, they weave together into
a beautiful piece of music. That’s how I see your work—
not as linear narrative, but “narrative tableaux” is not
that far off. Of course, you need to have a subject in the
work, and many times, you use photography to introduce that element. I think of the women and children in
Roots That Never Die (1998) or the adult male in Travel
by Night (2007). Interestingly, the subjects in the photographs never interact with what you create around
them; instead, they stare impassively at the viewer.
Would it be fair to say that these figures are stand-ins
for people who experienced the historical events evoked
in the work? Or could they represent you?
RB: No, they make the conversation. They’re specific for
people in terms of seeing themselves. Many people don’t
see images of themselves in museums, so museums can
be intimidating. I place images of people from my old
family albums in the work as decoys.
RDC: So, the people
serve as entry points?
RB: Sometimes the
human presence in a
work may be a trace of my foot or
hand—not because I accidentally brushed it, but
on purpose. Let me put my scale, my hand, and
my footprint in the work.

Above: Chapter 7, 2007. Paper, acrylic, glitter, model ship, and gold leaf, 18 x 36 x 5
in. Below: Untitled, 2010. Mixed media, 95 x 70 in.

Rebecca Dimling Cochran is a writer and curator.
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Radcliffe Bailey, Enroute, 2006, mixed media on Plexiglas, 68 x 68 x 5 1/2".

“Radcliffe Bailey: Memory as Medicine”
DAVIS MUSEUM AND CULTURAL CENTER, WELLESLEY COLLEGE
WELLESLEY
Through May 6
Curated by Carol Thompson and Michael Rooks
For the most comprehensive Radcliffe Bailey survey to date, the High Museum will fete its local son with a
dense exhibition organized into three sections: “Water,” “Blues,” and “Blood.” The show will comprise
more than thirty works made between the early 1990s and the present, along with a selection of African
sculptures underscoring the artist’s investigation of his own ancestral history. (Several years ago, Bailey
traced his DNA to its Mende origins.) Central to the installation will be Bailey’s medicine-cabinet
sculptures, which encase cultural talismans spanning the breadth of the artist’s sources of inspiration. A
catalogue with newly commissioned essays accompanies the show.
— Suzanne Hudson

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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RADCLIFFE BAILEY: MEMORY AS MEDICINE
The Davis Museum at Wellesley College • Wellesley, MA • www.davismuseum.wellesley.edu • Through May 6, 2012

or over two decades, the Atlanta-based
African-American artist Radcliffe Bailey
has been creating works that draw upon
African aesthetic practices, incorporating them
into the idioms of international contemporary
art while exploring the history and culture of
the African Diaspora. The exhibition on view
across two floors of the Davis
Museum presents the largest
overview of Bailey’s art to date.
It shows an artist finding new
ways to engage his chosen
themes, growing while staying
rooted in his own language.
Bailey’s “medicine cabinet”
sculptures, with their diverse elements arranged within shallow
boxes, seek to provide the healing
power of collective memory
through association. While
employing a private, sometimes
obscure, language, they remain
determinedly social objects, seeming to contain the murmurs of
past generations reaching into
history. His wall assemblages frequently incorporate old photographic images of black men and
women to lead one into the profuse imagery, found objects, and
exuberantly painted surfaces that
surround them. It makes for a
bravura style, not unlike the jazz
that Bailey admires. His choices
carry risks: The photographic elements skirt sentimentality while
the abundant layers can feel overdone. These and similar tenden-

cies can lead to works that blow hot and cold
without being resolved. Mound Magician II, for
instance, a 1997 mixed-media tribute to Satchel
Paige, explodes references and images across a
field in the shape of a ballpark, a combination
both too hermetic and too literal. The more significant Uprooted (2002) features a blue-tinted

photographic reproduction of three black men
in a low fishing boat across its left side. A lush
web of wet blues and greens spreads out and
dominates the rest of the large surface (about
five-feet high by twenty-feet long), balanced by
the stately rhythm of the painted oars that
Bailey intersperses across its panels. It is a quietly monumental work that summons up patterns of life across generations and continents.
Bailey’s art has its humor, as in
Tricky (2006), a sculpture of a glittering
black ship with a top hat hanging off
the top of the mast. The hat stands for
the Yoruba trickster deity Eshu, but
even without that knowledge it’s hard
to miss the artist’s sly smile shining
through the jaunty gesture. The
2009–2011 floor installation Windward
Coast, however, is likely to receive the
most attention. In the midst of a rectangular grouping of about 35,000
piano keys, piled to mimic the rise
and fall of the ocean, sits a single
black plaster head covered in glitter,
like a man adrift. A recording of the
same piano keys being dropped on
the floor—clanging, dissonant—plays
from a wall-mounted conch shell.
These few elements combine into a
grim synecdoche of the slave trade.
One may be regretfully skeptical
regarding the exhibition title’s claim
for the recuperative possibilities of an
art of memory, but Radcliffe Bailey
clearly knows there’s more than one
way to make the medicine go down.
—Joe LeDuc

Top: Radcliffe Bailey, Notes from Elmina III, 2011, gouache, collage and ink on paper, 12 x 9". High Museum of Art, Atlanta. Gift of Bert and Cathy Clark. Above: Radcliffe Bailey, Uprooted, 2002, mixed media on wood
panel, 601⁄4 x 2381⁄4 x 35⁄8". The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. Gift of Gerald B. Smith with additional funds given in honor of Harvey Padewer.
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Brooks, Anthony. “In the Art of Radcliffe Bailey, Memory Takes Form.” NPR Boston, 15 February 2012.

Bridgette Mayer Gallery undergoes a major transformation.
by Robin Rice
Posted: Thu, Nov. 10, 2011, 3:00 AM

Rice, Robin. “Re-View: Robin Rice on Visual Art: Bridgette Mayer Gallery undergoes a major transformation.” Philadelphia Citypaper. 10 November
2011. Web. 14 November 2011. <http://www.citypaper.net/arts/2011-11-10-bridgette-mayer-gallery-renovation.html>.

After being closed for most of the year, Bridgette Mayer Gallery is ready to unveil a major
renovation that transforms the space's look, size and functionality.
Mayer says she was surprised to learn that her Washington Square building was considered
historic, built as a residence in 1799. A typical 18th-century row house, it is deep but
relatively narrow. To create an unfussy, unbroken, considerably larger space, Mayer knocked
out the walls between rooms and united her original gallery with an apartment in the back of
the building. The walls are not entirely flat: A couple of shallow niches will frame individual
works or installations.
The design is characterized by simple, open areas and right angles, flat planes and limited
expanses of rustic texture. In the entranceway, a small television screen will display artrelated videos (not all proprietary). The floor is made of white oak planks from an 1864
French barn. The color is cooler than you'd expect: stone gray and bisque veined with black
grain, complemented by an unusual narrow steel channel running laterally along the base of
the walls. The velvety black margin frames the walls and floor, bracketing the flow of space.
The work of Philadelphia Museum of Art lighting designer Andrew Slavinskas is perfectly
unobtrusive, as it should be.
Mayer retained two barrel-vaulted spaces, one above the other, from the original building but
removed their heavy steel doors. The one on the gallery floor has been fitted with special
lighting, an up-to-date audio system and a suspended, concealed screen that is available for
video and performance. The lower-level vault functions as a conduit from one section to
another and is outfitted as a wine cellar. Its exposed brick walls make a nice foil to the
unmarred white elsewhere. A really beautiful up-to-date painting storage area shares the
downstairs with Mayer's office, a conference room and a private viewing area for clients. She
anticipates hosting parties downstairs, just as the previous inhabitants did.
Meanwhile, Eileen Neff will be showing a photographic installation and Shelley Spector will
have small sculpture in the office area. These two have recently joined Mayer's stable, along
with several other local and international artists. Nevertheless, Bridgette Mayer Gallery
retains its distinctive quality: intensely visual, sensitive, never heavy-handed. "For me," says
Mayer of choosing new artists, "it's what I'm seeing and caring about and adding another
layer of sophistication."
The new space's debut exhibit, "Karmic Abstraction," features 23 artists, including Radcliffe
Bailey (whose Four and One Corner — South is pictured), Iva Gueorguieva, Eemyun Kang,
Tim McFarlane, Tom Nozkowski, Odili Donald Odita and Rebecca Rutstein. Mayer says the
title was suggested by paintings that layer moments in time, but it could also refer to the
reincarnated persona of the gallery itself.
When reminded that upon opening her gallery a decade ago she had exclaimed
enthusiastically, "I was born to do this!" Mayer says she felt an unexpected wave of emotion
last week after seeing the completed renovations. "I had tears running down my face. ... This
project is one big present to all of the artists here who are hungry for great shows just like I
am, and to the community who need to know that the arts are alive and thriving in
Philadelphia. I am overjoyed and so excited to open our doors and share this with everyone."
Rice, Robin. “Re-View: Robin Rice on Visual Art: Bridgette Mayer Gallery undergoes a major transformation.” Philadelphia Citypaper. 10 November
2011. Web. 14 November 2011. <http://www.citypaper.net/arts/2011-11-10-bridgette-mayer-gallery-renovation.html>.
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Art
GALLERIES—CHELSEA
RADCLIFFE BAILEY
Bailey’s lyrical assemblages don’t always succeed, but when they do they are knockouts.
In the romantic and transporting “Echo,” a sepia photograph of a mosque in Timbuktu is
juxtaposed with a pipe from which brown mud appears to spill into a seashell. “World
Cup,” on the other hand, amounts to nothing more than a punch line: the sound of
vuvuzelas buzzing from a metal cast of a wicker basket, located next to a beehive. Bailey
organizes his work like the stanzas of poems; sometimes the multiple parts give a fluid
sense of enjambment, and sometimes they simply jam up. Through May 21. (Shainman,
513 W. 20th St. 212-645-1701.)

ART
Radcliffe Bailey, "Outer Spaceways"
April 28, 2011
Jack Shainman Gallery, Tomorrow - Sat 10am; May 03 - May 05 10am. Ending:
Sat May 21 10am 513 W 20th St (between Tenth and Eleventh Aves)
(212) 645-1701 jackshainman.com
Subway: C, E to 23rd St
Sun Ra—the jazz great and poet-philosopher who once postulated that "space is
the place"—serves as inspiration for Bailey's latest show. Records, parts of
musical instruments and a cabinet filled with multiple plaster heads are just
some of the elements he uses to evoke a kind of metaphorical cosmology.

